
                                                                General Terms:  

1. A Purchase Order is required for all items to be shipped. This form must list the 

jobsite address and detail of items being purchased, including crating and 

shipping charges. This information is required by Tedder Stone and will help us 

comply with current DOT and insurance regulations. Additionally our Project 

Information form must be completed and sent back to Tedderstone for every 

project by the Contractor. 

2. Tedder Stone must receive an itemized list of each radius in lineal feet submitted 

by the Contractor or Architect in order to obtain an estimate on material. The 

smallest amount we can ship is 25 stones or 50 stones Internationally.  Typical 

lead-time on a medium sized project (approximately 75 stones) is five weeks.  

Please allow an additional week for transit time in the continental US.  Tedder 

Stone manufactures many radiuses but it is unlikely we have your exact project in 

stock due to the ever-changing popularity of certain styles of parks and bowls.  

Please give as much lead-time as possible. 

3. It is the Contractor's responsibility to order the correct radiuses and amount of 

material needed for the project.  Tedder Stone recommends ordering extra 

replacements to cover improper installation, vandalism, or normal wear and tear.  

Tedder Stone cannot always immediately ship additional coping to cover 

unexpected needs. 

4.  It is the Architect's responsibility to provide the Contractor with plans and 

specifications so that they can estimate and install coping for the project. It is the 

Architect's responsibility to notify Tedder Stone if third party bidders will be 

bidding on plans when Tedder Stone coping has been specified in the drawings. 

The Contractor and or Architect must submit a deadline for when material will be 

needed. 

5. It is the Contractor's responsibility to measure, install and seal coping to industry 

specifications with direction or oversight from the Architect.  

6.  Freight shipments must be inspected upon receipt.  If any damage is found, the 

shipment must be signed for as “DAMAGED” on the freight company BOL by 

the appointed recipient. If freight is found to be damaged after the freight 



company has left (CONCELED DAMAGE) a reversal of signature must be made 

by calling the phone number on the freight receipt. Tedder Stone will not make 

any allowances for damaged freight unless signed for as “DAMAGED”.  Tedder 

Stone will not make any allowances for damaged freight reported to Tedder Stone 

after 48 hours from shipment delivery.   

7. It is the Contractor's responsibility to inspect all material before beginning 

installation.  The contractor must notify Tedder Stone immediately if material is 

unacceptable.  Tedder Stone will not by liable for or recognize any claims made 

after the start of installation of any material that wasn’t inspected upon receipt of 

delivery. We will not make any allowances for labor claims, for replacement or 

any other charges once material is installed.  

8. Tedder Stone is always available to answer any installation questions or 

comments.  We appreciate your business.  Let's build the best skateparks together. 

 

    


